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Economy 

 

Implement policies, SROs equitably 

 A leading trade body urged the government to implement policies, instructions and SROs (statutory regulatory 

orders) equitably and timely for ease of doing business, as any mismatch does them a disservice. "We get stuck 

to when the question of implementation of these orders come," said Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry, Dhaka (MCCI) president Nihad Kabir while making the plea in a meeting with finance minister AMA 

Muhith at his secretariat office Sunday. 

 She said, "We can assure you we will perform our best if you can implement the existing laws equitably and 

justly." Ms Kabir mentioned that many of provisions in the finance bill become effective from the very first day of 

placing the budget in parliament but some take effect one year later. 

 "Our proposal is to ensure all taxation-related provisions be effective prospectively. Nothing should be 

retrospective," she said. The MCCI president urged the government to make sure that taxes do not come as 

further pressure on businesspeople since new VAT (value-added tax) law could not be implemented in last 

budget. 

 Due to deferring VAT-law enforcement a big gap will be created between government's revenue collection and 

target set in the current fiscal budget. Citing a lack of proper coordination among different government bodies 

she said foreign ambassadors even do not get response to their letters from the National Board of Revenue 

(NBR) a year after sending those. 

 Bangladesh Investment Development Authority (BIDA) is entrusted with the responsibility to look after all the 

issues relating to investment and business promotion. But the BIDA will not be able to ensure these things, the 

trade body noted. 

 It was pointed out that MCCI is a member of the advisory committee of different government bodies, including 

the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission. The last meeting of such an advisory committee held was 

seven years back. If they sit regularly, they can get proper feedback from private sector that can help the 

government in preparing annual budget easily, the chamber leader said. 

 MCCI vice-president Golam Mainuddin urged the finance minister to keep several rates of VAT instead of a 

uniform rate as set in the new VAT act set on the sidelines pending enforcement. The minister agreed. A single 

rate of VAT would not be introduced as differences in VAT collection between the existing slabs are very high, he 

said. 

 Regarding implementation of various taxation-related provisions prospectively Mr Muhith said the retrospective 

effect of finance-bill provisions is happening based on old practice. "It's a very old tradition. I am not sure if we 

can change it. I have consulted it with senior officials," he told the chamber delegation. 

 After the meeting was over, Mr Muhith, replying to newsmen, said not single-rate VAT will be introduced in the 

country rather there will be multiple rates. Regarding nationalisation of schools, as teachers are demonstrating in 

the capital, the finance minister said the government has no capacity to nationalise all at a time. 

 A policy was formed to nationalise the schools and "as a responsibility we are doing so gradually. We shall 

continue."He dubbed the demands, made by the teachers, "absurd". The minister, replying another query, 

termed the monthly pay order (MPO) scheme for educational institutions a "bad policy". 

 "I want reform (of the system). Reform is not taking place. So, I kept it pending," he told the reporters. But the 

minister said this year he will approve MPO of some schools by setting conditions. "I will earmark certain percent 

development of infrastructures of educational institutions to get MPO." A meeting will be held soon for MPO 

inclusion, but the minister wouldn't confirm the date. MCCI committee member M Anis Ud Dowla and Francois 

de Maricourt also spoke, among others, on the occasion. 

 

From: http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/implement-policies-sros-equitably-1515950710   
 
BD worst among SA countries in production readiness index 

 Bangladesh has been positioned as the poorest performer among its South Asian neighbours in a latest 

worldwide ranking. The Switzerland-based World Economic Forum (WEF) has published the evaluation titled 

'Readiness for the Future of Production Assessment 2018 edition'. 

 While Bangladesh was placed on as low as 80th position in the report - also dubbed as the global manufacturing 

index - covering a total of 100 countries from across the world, its closest neighbour India was ranked at 30th 

position. Among other South Asian neighbours on the chart, Sri Lanka was ranked 66th with Pakistan coming 

next at 74th - only to be followed by Bangladesh at the bottom (80th) of the regional rivals. 

 Having a score of 3.59 in the 'Structure of Production' measurement, Bangladesh was placed in the list of 

'Nascent Countries' alongside the two fore-mentioned regional neighbours with scores of 4.10 (Sri Lanka) and 

3.82 (Pakistan). Bangladesh and Pakistan were also found to be languishing at 89th and 93rd with scores of 3.67 

and 3.60 on the 'Drivers of Production' scale. 

 Bangladesh's overall performance was marked by scores in the index components of multi-stakeholder 

collaboration (100th), Venture capital deal volume per size of economy (99th), Ability to Innovate (97th), Internet 
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users (97th), Impact of ICTs on new Bangladesh has been positioned as the poorest performer among its South 

Asian neighbours in a latest worldwide ranking. 

 The Switzerland-based World Economic Forum (WEF) has published the evaluation titled 'Readiness for the 

Future of Production Assessment 2018 edition'. While Bangladesh was placed on as low as 80th position in the 

report - also dubbed as the global manufacturing index - covering a total of 100 countries from across the 

world, its closest neighbour India was ranked at 30th position. 

 Among other South Asian neighbours on the chart, Sri Lanka was ranked 66th with Pakistan coming next at 74th 

- only to be followed by Bangladesh at the bottom (80th) of the regional rivals. Having a score of 3.59 in the 

'Structure of Production' measurement, Bangladesh was placed in the list of 'Nascent Countries' alongside the 

two fore-mentioned regional neighbours with scores of 4.10 (Sri Lanka) and 3.82 (Pakistan). 

 Bangladesh and Pakistan were also found to be languishing at 89th and 93rd with scores of 3.67 and 3.60 on the 

'Drivers of Production' scale.Bangladesh's overall performance was marked by scores in the index components of 

multi-stakeholder collaboration (100th), Venture capital deal volume per size of economy (99th), Ability to 

Innovate (97th), Internet users (97th), Impact of ICTs on new services and products (94th), Mobile-cellular 

telephone subscriptions (94th), FDI and technology transfer (88th) and LTE mobile network coverage. Japan 

came on top of the chart following development of the best structure for production. 

 

From:  http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/bd-worst-among-sa-countries-in-production-readiness-index-

1515951270   
 

51pc of Dhaka-based NGOs file no income tax returns: NBR 

 Around 51 per cent of registered non-government organisations based in Dhaka do not file income tax returns 

to escape applicable taxes. According to the data of the National Board of Revenue, only 499 or 50.78 per cent 

Dhaka-based NGOs registered with NGO Affairs Bureau are filing income tax returns while the remaining 473 

NGOs, out of 961, having head office in Dhaka have remained out of tax net. 

 Currently, a total of 2,580 NGOs are running their activities across the country.  According to the Income Tax 

Ordinance-1984, obtaining electronic taxpayers‟ identification numbers and submission of income tax returns 

are mandatory for NGOs registered with the bureau. NGOs income from the operation of micro credit activities 

is exempted from income tax.  

 But, tax is applicable on their other income mainly from commercial activities like bank interest and rent of space 

and establishments. NGOs are also responsible, as tax deduction authorities, for deducting or collecting of 

income tax at source before making fees and charges to professionals like doctors, royalty or technical know-

how fees to professionals or technical service providers, charges to catering service providers, cleaning service, 

event management, printing service, transport provider and meeting fees, training fees or honorarium. 

 Deduction authorities have to deposit the source tax to state exchequer and Income Tax Zone-5, Dhaka is 

dedicated to supervise and monitor income tax issues of NGOs based in Dhaka.  Officials of the revenue board 

said that the tax office had recently compiled the data of NGOs and found the compliance level of the sector 

very disappointing. 

 Many of the registered NGOs remained out of tax net depriving the government from due taxes on their income 

from commercial activities as well as on payment to other professionals and service providing agencies for 

rendering services, they said.  A high official of the NBR said that the zone had identified the sector as huge 

potential area of boosting tax collection as many NGOs have various types of commercial activities.  

 Revenue collection would increase significantly if the zone can bring all NGOs under the tax net, he said.  The 

field office has initiated a move including preparing a database of NGOs to bring them under tax net, he added.  

 Tax officials from the office are sending letters to NGOs listed with the bureau to receive eTINs and pay 

applicable income tax. They will also arrange discussion meeting with the NGOs to motivate and aware them to 

become compliant with tax related responsibilities including receiving eTINs and filing tax returns. 

 Officials said that NBR also found the amount of tax collected from the sector was very low compared with their 

commercial activities.  Some of the large NGOs have several conference hall, catering service, space rented to 

individuals and organisations and huge amount of bank deposits, they said.  

 The NBR received Tk 284.63 crore in the last fiscal year 2016-2017 against Tk 132.65 crore in FY2015-2016. But 

the collection in the first five months of the current FY2017-2018 was only Tk 34.49 crore which is very 

disappointing, they said.  

 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/32580/51pc-of-dhaka-based-ngos-file-no-income-tax-returns-nbr    
 

Fuel & Power 

 

PDB wants Tk 8,120cr in govt subsidy for FY18 

 The state-run Power Development Board has sought a total of Tk 8,120 crore in subsidy from the government to 

offset its losses to be incurred in the financial year 2017-18. The loss estimated by the power board exceeded by 
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Tk 3,420 crore than the loss estimated by the Bangladesh Energy Regulatory Commission for the current 

financial year, said officials. 

 As per its latest tariff order issued on November 23, the government would provide Tk 3,600 crore as grant and 

waive Tk 1,100 crore in annual interest that it has been counting on the cumulative loan of Tk 44,000 crore lent 

to the power board to offset its losses over the past 11 years until June 2017, said officials. On top of this, the 

power board is seeking the additional Tk 3,420 crore as grant. 

 „Last week we sent a letter with a revised budget of the power board to the finance division via power division 

requesting the government to provide the money in subsidy,‟ the power board general manager (commercial 

operation) Md Kawsar Amir Ali told New Age on Saturday. 

 Asked why the annual deficit exceeded the estimate of the energy commission, he said that it was the gross 

deficit of the power board estimated for the current financial year. He, however, declined giving further details 

about the reason behind the additional loss estimated by the power board. The power board officials, however, 

attributed four major reasons to the additional loss of Tk 3,420 crore. 

 The energy commission considered cost of furnace oil instead of diesel for power generation at a 305MW power 

plant installed at Meghnaghat increasing losses for expensive fuel, they said.  The commission also allowed 39 

per cent use of the capacity of a 230MW diesel-fired power plant installed in Khulna in the first five months of 

the current financial year until November which was 10 per cent less than the actual capacity at which the plant 

was operated increasing losses for expensive fuel, the officials said. 

 Besides, the energy commission did not consider the losses for purchase of electricity from at least 15 fuel oil-

fired power plants to be installed before closing the current financial year in June 2018, they said. The energy 

commission also considered that two dual-fuel power plants, one installed at Shikalbaha in Chittagong and the 

other in Sirajganj, with 360MW combined capacity would run on natural gas when the plants have been 

operated on diesel causing more losses, they said. 

 Consumers Association of Bangladesh energy adviser M Shamsul Alam said that people must not pay, not in 

form of higher prices for electricity or subsidy, for the government‟s flawed policy that also helped some private 

companies to make enormous money from power sector. The estimated loss of Tk 8,120 crore was totally 

unacceptable as even the loss worth Tk 3,600 crore estimated by the energy commission could be eliminated by 

reducing fuel oil prices in the local market in line with the import costs and assigning priority to the least cost 

plants for electricity generation. 

 Citing the grounds of increasing power generation costs, the average retail price of electricity has so far been 

raised by 81.91 per cent, up from Tk 3.76 per kilowatt-hour or unit to Tk 6.84, in nine phases since March 2010 

due to the government‟s policy to serve vested quarters.  

 

From: http://www.newagebd.net/article/32581/pdb-wants-tk-8120cr-in-govt-subsidy-for-fy18   
 

Telecommunication 

 

4G services by March 

 Mobile internet users, especially in city areas, can brace themselves for super-fast data service from March as all 

operators are set to roll out 4G service, said the top brass of the telecom regulator yesterday. The Bangladesh 

Telecommunication Regulatory Commission yesterday received five applications for licence to provide 4G 

service, which will ensure 20 mbps speed even from mobile phone. State-run Teletalk and now out-of-service 

Citycell also applied for licences. 

 All the private entities will now sit in the spectrum auction scheduled for February 13. However, Teletalk will not 

attend the auction as they have not applied for spectrum, said Shahjahan Mahmood, chairman of the telecom 

regulator, at a press conference at his office. “Maybe Teletalk thought their existing spectrum was good enough 

for offering 4G data service.” 

 The state-run operator currently has 25 Megahertz of spectrum across three bands. After getting the licence and 

paying the spectrum fees, the mobile operators can offer 4G service to their customers, Mahmood said. “We 

have been informed that all the top operators are technically ready to offer this service.” 

 Market sources said the top three private mobile operators are prepared to roll out 4G service and currently 

working on converting the SIM cards and developing the ecosystem. Mahmood said, after launching this fastest 

mobile data service the country will move one step closer towards digitisation. 

 The BTRC has already formed two separate committees to evaluate the applications for licences and spectrum 

auction; the qualified applications' list will be published on January 25. A mock auction will be organised on 

February 12. Citycell, which stopped providing service in October 2016, is also preparing to re-enter the telecom 

business after it got a foreign investor, according to one of its top executives. 

 All mobile operators that have 3G capability will qualify for 4G licences if their documentations are in order. 

However, since Citycell does not have 3G, it will have to purchase spectrum from the auction. Though the BTRC 

has put a provision in the 4G guideline to facilitate participation of new entities, there was no new application. “It 

is tough to get any new party but if any application is received the BTRC will send it to the government for their 

consideration. We have not shut the door to foreign investors,” Mahmood said. 
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 Earlier in the day, the Supreme Court cleared the way for the BTRC to give out 4G licences after it extended its 

chamber judge's order that stayed a High Court directive halting the auction. On Thursday WiMAX operator 

Banglalion filed a writ petition on publishing advertisement for awarding 4G licence. Banglalion got the stay 

order and on the same day chamber judge halted the order. 

 According to the BTRC guideline, operators have to pay an application processing fee of Tk 5 lakh, a licence fee 

of Tk 10 crore and an annual fee of Tk 5 crore over the 15-year licensing tenure for 4G. All the licensees will have 

to deploy 4G network across the country within three years of getting the licences, according to the guideline. 

 At the auction, the BTRC will place a floor price of $27 million for per MHz in the 2,100 MHz band; a total of 25 

MHz spectrum will be made available. It will also put up for sale 18 MHz in the 1,800 MHz band and 3.4 MHz in 

the 900 MHz band, both starting off with $30 million per MHz. 

 Operators will have to pay separately for technological neutrality of their exiting spectrum if they want to offer 

any service (2G/3G/4G) from any of their frequencies. If any operator makes its entire spectrum neutral it will 

have to pay $4 million for each MHz. However, for partial conversion the charge will be $7.5 million for each 

MHZ. And in every segment 15 percent value-added tax will be applicable. 

 BTRC is not expecting higher earnings from spectrum sale but a significant amount will come from technological 

neutrality fee, said a commissioner of the regulator. As per the BTRC's rough estimation, the government can 

earn Tk 11,000 crore if the entire spectrum is sold out. Though the guideline has been amended twice, the 

private mobile operators still have some worries about unresolved issues concerning VAT, the fibre optic 

network and the mandatory speed of 20 mbps. The BTRC last arranged an auction for 3G spectrum in 2013 and 

the operators rolled out the service right after. 

 

From:  http://www.thedailystar.net/business/telecom/4g-internet-service-in-bangladesh-by-march-1519876  
 

4G spectrum auction to go ahead as scheduled 

 The 4G spectrum auction and licencing will go ahead as scheduled as the Appellate Division has upheld the 

freeze on a court order that stalled it, report agencies. The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court on Sunday 

upheld a Chamber Judge order that stayed a High Court order which put a bar on the tender notice floated by 

Bangladesh Telecommunication and Regulatory Commission (BTRC) seeking licensing guidelines and invitation 

of applications for the auction of 4G internet spectrum. 

 Meanwhile, BTRC Chairman Dr Shahjahan Mahmood addressing a press briefing at his office Sunday expressed 

the hope that it would be able to roll out the fourth general(4G) network by March next. He informed the 

journalists five mobile network operators (MNOs) have applied for 4G/LTE license to the telecom regulator while 

four MNOs applied for participating spectrum auction. 

 A five-member Appellate Division bench, headed by Acting Chief Justice Abdul Wahhab Miah, passed the order. 

It said the order freezing the 4G auction and licensing remains halted and told the High Court to resolve its rule 

by Feb 28. On Thursday, Chamber Judge Syed Mahmud Hossain stayed the HC order after BTRC filed the plea 

few hours into the HC order. 

 A HC Bench of Justice Naima Haider and Justice Zafar Ahmed halted the tender notice and issued a rule asking 

the authorities concerned to explain why the notice and the 2008 policy would not be declared illegal following 

a writ petition filed by private company Banglalion Communication Limited. Posts and Telecommunications 

Division secretary and BTRC chairman were asked to respond to the rule as the notice contradicts the Broadband 

Guidelines of 2008, said lawyer Ramzan Ali Shikdar, who moved the writ. 

 Last month, the telecom regulator published a circular, setting the auction for Feb 13 and Jan 14 as the deadline 

to accept applications for licences from operators. In May last year, BTRC forwarded the draft of the spectrum 

allocation and licencing guidelines to the Telecom Division. They were sent back to the regulator on Nov 29 

following the final approval by the Prime Minister's Office. 

 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/4g-spectrum-auction-to-go-ahead-as-scheduled-1515951598  
 

Textile 

 

Government forms new wage board for RMG sector 

 The government has formed a new wage board for the RMG sector to formulate a new wage structure for 

apparel workers. State Minister for Labour and Employment Mujibul Haque Chunnu made the announcement in 

his office in the capital on Sunday. In 2013, aftermath of the Rana Plaza incident, the then minimum wage board 

set Tk5,300 as minimum wage with a basic of Tk3,000 for entry-level garment workers with a 5% yearly 

increment on the basic. 

 “Trade union leaders were making demands for a new wage board. Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and 

Exporters Association (BGMEA) also urged the government to form new wage board for the sector,” said 

Mujibul. BGMEA has set an example by urging the government to form new wage board officially, he said. 

Considering the demand from both sides, the government has decided to form a new board, the state minister 

said. 
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 The board will be led by Senior District Judge Syed Aminul Islam as chairman. BGMEA President Siddiqur 

Rahman and Women‟s Affairs Secretary of Jatiya Sramik League Shamsun Nahar Bhuiyan will represent the 

owners and workers respectively. Kazi Safiuddin Ahmed of Employers Federation, Fazlul Haque Montu and 

Kamal Uddin, a professor of Dhaka University, will remain as independent members of the board. 

 As per the law, the new board has to finalize a new wage structure for the sector within six months after taking 

into consideration prices of essentials and other expenses of the workers. State Minister Chunnu said it was very 

tough to select a workers‟ representative in the board. 

 But after receiving the official call from the BGMEA, the Labour Ministry spoke to stakeholders. Since over 75% 

workers are women, the government selected Shamsun Nahar as a workers‟ representative, who will protect 

workers interest as she was a wage board member in 2010,” he said. 

 After having a wide discussion with the stakeholders, the board will recommend a new wage structure based on 

the inflation rate, living costs, present status of the economy and also on the capacity of sector, he added. State 

Minister for Labour and Employment Mujibul Haque Chunnu, centre, announces a the formation of a new wage 

board for readymade garments workers at his ministry conference room on Sunday, December 18, 2018 Dhaka 

Tribune 

 “We will set a wage for the workers considering the living cost and inflation rate and based on the capacity of 

the industry, a perfect wage structure will be declared after having a discussion with stakeholders,” said Mujibul. 

“I think, RMG sector is the driver of Bangladesh economy. We will try to come up with a perfect salary structure,” 

BGMEA President Siddiqur Rahman said. 

 “If we can set a salary structure based on the industry‟s capacity, there will be no necessity for demos and it 

would be better for the industry,” said Siddiqur. In the aftermath of Rana Plaza, the apparel industry is on its way 

to restoring its lost image, the business leader said. 

 “The industry people and the government should be very cautious so that no one can provoke workers over the 

wage issue,” he added. “For garment workers, it is very tough to meet basic needs with the existing minimum 

wage. The house rent and prices of commodity keep going up. My focus will be to ensure a wage that can help 

meet our basic needs and then some to spare,” Shamsun Nahar Bhuiyan told the Dhaka Tribune. 

 “We will need to consider the inflation rate, living expenses in the factory area and the wage structure of 

neighbouring countries,” said Shamsun. “It will only be possible when I am able to make factory owners 

understand the benefits of better payment for workers,” she added. “But there are challenges for me as I do not 

have enough data, which may weaken the argument. I think I will be able to do as there are some organisation 

working on the issues, she added. 

 

From: http://www.dhakatribune.com/labour/2018/01/14/rmg-workers-get-fourth-wage-board/  
   
Company Specific  

 

Bourses to delist Brac Bank bond today 

 Subordinated 25 per cent Convertible Bonds of BRAC Bank will be de-listed from both the stock exchanges 

today (Monday) on completion of its maturity, according to information of stock exchanges. The board of Dhaka 

Stock Exchange (DSE) took a decision on January 10 last to de-list the bond. 

 The Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) also made a similar disclosure regarding de-listing of Subordinated 25 per 

cent Convertible Bonds of BRAC Bank. The Subordinated 25 per cent Convertible Bonds of BRAC Bank got listed 

on the stock exchanges in 2011. 

 There are two corporate bonds listed with the stock exchanges. Another corporate bond is IBBL Mudaraba 

Perpetual Bond. 

 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/bourses-to-delist-brac-bank-bond-today-1515943248  
 

Berger Paints to form Tk 60cr JV with UK firm 

 Berger Paints Bangladesh plans to expand its business by setting up a joint venture with UK-based construction 

solutions provider Fosroc International with a combined investment of Tk 60 crore. The board of directors of 

Berger will soon sign a deal with Fosroc, according to a disclosure posted on the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) 

website yesterday. 

 Berger will invest Tk 30 crore and hold 50 percent share in the new entity, Berger Fosroc Ltd. It will manufacture 

all kinds of construction materials, chemicals and related technologies. The firm will mainly work to improve the 

quality of construction materials with the help of state-of-the-art technologies, said Rupali Chowdhury, 

managing director of Berger Paints Bangladesh. 

 “We will develop a professional group by providing them with training on latest construction technologies.” 

Berger expects to reach the break-even point in four to five years, Chowdhury said. One of the oldest names in 

the paint industry, Berger Paints Bangladesh made a profit of Tk 69 crore in the half year that ended in 

September 2017, according to DSE data. In Berger Paints Bangladesh, sponsor directors hold 95 percent of the 

share, public 0.38 percent, institutions 2.56 percent and foreign shareholders 2.06 percent.  
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 The company's shares rose sharply after the disclosure of the expansion plan. The price of its share increased by 

Tk 71 or 3.36 percent to close at Tk 2,186 yesterday from that of Thursday. 

 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/31543/most-banks-make-robust-operating-profits-in-2017  
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